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with Vickie howell

The importance of Blocking using 
Fiber Fantasy’s Blockers Kit 

• don’t just think about blocking when you are ready to finish a garment.  Blocking starts with 
your swatch.   Measure it to see if you have the gauge, but go a step beyond and then wash it 
to see if it changes.  Wool relaxes and the swatch might get bigger.

• cotton could shrink and you may find you need to knit more rows to anticipate shrinkage.  if 
you notice changes from the washed swatch, use other needle sizes to achieve the washed 
gauge.  after all, you will wash your sweater one day and you need to be aware of any changes.  
When you block the swatch, insert the wires and smooth the swatch as you would your 
sweater pieces.  insert the Blockers on all four sides for heavy, long, or loose structure knits and 
pull the length slightly to duplicate what gravity will do to a garment.  Measure for stitches, but 
also find out how many rows there are to the inch as well.  

• It doesn’t matter what your row gauge is, as long as you know what it is.
• The most important point is to know your washed swatch stitch and row gauge.  do not use 

your tape measure when knitting, use your calculator and count rows.  When you first make 
your pieces, they may appear smaller (or larger).  Washing will take them to the measurement 
you expect.  How can you measure what will relax and get bigger or will shrink?  So you must 
trust the information you can extract from your washed swatch.  When your pattern says, “Work 
until piece measures 10 inches”, multiply your row gauge times 10” and count the rows. don’t 
measure with a tape measure as it will be inaccurate.

• in addition to washing a swatch, you may also need to block your swatch as well as your 
garment pieces.  Washing and blocking should be done before sewing the garment together.  
Why block?  Over elastic ribbing or cable type stitches can be spread out to look more 
attractive.  Less yarn is used.  Lace stitches will be more pronounced, open up to show the 
detailed stitch, accentuate the points, and look neater.   The lengths can be slightly stretched to 
the desired measurement instead of blindly allowing the garment to stretch when worn.  

• instead of using millions of pins and constant repositioning the piece, use Fiber Fantasy 
Blockers instead.  Here’s how:  insert the point of the stainless steel, rustproof Blockers along the 
edge of your knit pieces.  insert the point every one half inch or so catching the last half of the 
edge stitch.  do both sides.   Use the flexible Blocker for sleeve caps and armholes.  Using only 
a few T-pins, position the Blockers by pulling the garment piece to the desired measurement 
and pinning to the blocking surface.  When you have adjusted the knit piece by just moving 
the Blockers to the shape and measurement required, steam in place. Let it stay in position for 
24 hours to not only cool but to completely dry and set.  Remove the pins and slide out the 
Blockers, and sew the much improved and less curly garment together.  

• important:  i do not suggest that you wet block.  excessive wetness of garments can cause 
rusting or molding either on your sweater or your blocking surface.  it does not duplicate 
washing, remove excess dye, sheep grease, or manufacturers spinning oil.  Wash your pieces 
just as you would if your garment was dirty (using your favorite soap). Let the pieces dry.  
Take the washed and air-dried pieces and insert the blockers along the edge, position to 
measurement, and then steam.  allow to remain in place.  
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